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The

promise

Exceptional workmanship as standard
As a company with traditional values we’re proud of our heritage and our
reputation for exceptional craftsmanship. Our experienced team remains
committed to creating kitchen work surfaces of the highest quality –
nothing short of perfection will do.

Only the best materials
We import only the finest materials from quarries across the world. Our
customers deserve the best and we are pleased to be able to offer a vast
range of granite, marble, quartz, limestone and slates from some of the world’s
most respected suppliers.

Immaculate hand finishing
Each worktop we install benefits from the precision of modern state-of-theart technology, combined with the care and attention of our dedicated
stonemasons. Every piece is hand finished and inspected to make sure it is
completed to the highest standards of our craft.

Unrivalled service
From the moment you choose H.L Perfitt, through to the installation of
your work surfaces, customer service is at the core of everything we do.
We believe it is a mark of the outstanding service we offer and why so much
of our business is the result of personal recommendations from happy
customers.

Professional, timely installations
We have invested in the latest software and machinery to ensure that by the
time we are ready to deliver your surfaces they are absolutely perfect. Your
finished worktops will be in your home and efficiently installed by a team of
professionals.
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Beautiful bespoke
work surfaces at the
heart of your home
When putting together your dream kitchen your
work surfaces will be one of the most visible pieces
of the puzzle.
HL Perfitt has been entrusted with creating beautiful,
bespoke surfaces crafted from stunning stone for
many years, and we remain dedicated to providing an
unrivalled service to today’s discerning customers.
As well as the latest digital imaging software and
computerised machinery, we are extremely proud
to have our own team of dedicated, highly skilled
craftsmen – allowing us to seamlessly blend modern
techniques with the ancient art of stonemasonry.
This brochure features some of our most popular
materials, edging styles and finishing touches.
If you have something particular in mind that isn't
included, please get in touch. We're always on hand
to help you realise your vision.
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Step

1

Choose your
stone and finish
At HL Perfitt we have an excellent reputation for selecting and holding stock of
the finest natural materials from quarries around the world, and work with the
most prestigious stone manufacturers.
This easy to follow, quick reference stone guide takes you through some of the
pros and cons of different stone types to assist you in choosing the right type of
stone for you and your dream worksurface.

Considerations to help you choose your stone
MATERIAL
COMPARISON

GRANITE

MARBLE

LIMESTONE

SLATE

SINTERED

QUARTZITE

QUARTZ

Scratch
resistant

✔✔✔

✔✔

✔

✔

✔✔✔+

✔✔✔

✔✔✔

Stain
resistant

✔✔✔

✔

✔

✔✔

✔✔✔+

✔✔✔

✔✔✔

Chip and
crack resistant

✔✔

✔✔

✔✔

✔✔

✔✔

✔

✔✔✔

Heat and
burn resistant

✔✔

✔✔

✔✔

✔✔

✔✔✔+

✔✔

✔✔

Shock
resistant

✔✔

✔

✔✔

✔✔

✔✔✔+

✔✔✔

✔✔✔

Chemical and
solvent resistant

✔✔✔

✔

✔

✔✔

✔✔✔+

✔✔✔

✔✔✔

Low
maintenance

✔✔✔

✔

✔

✔

✔✔✔+

✔✔✔

✔✔✔

Colour
consistency

✔✔

✔✔

✔✔✔

✔✔✔

✔✔✔+

✔✔✔

✔✔✔

Natural product

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

NO

KEY
✔✔✔ = Exceptional

✔✔ = Highly ✔ = Less so

We believe that the subtle variations in colour and pattern give each slab of natural stone
a personality all of its own, so we encourage a customer to view whenever possible. Our Diss
workshop is home to the largest selection of stone in the East of England and we would be
delighted to help you hand pick the exact piece to bring your kitchen to life. If you can’t make it
to us, don’t worry, once you’ve chosen your ideal material one of our experts will work with you
to find the perfect piece.
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Our most popular
stone choices
The next few pages of our guide are based on recent orders and provide a
small insight and selection of popular stone choices, if what you want isn’t
featured, don’t worry – it doesn’t mean we don’t stock it and we can’t provide
it, we usually can. Fashion, trends, opinions and individual preferences change
all the time, if you can’t see what you want, just ask – we’ll always do our best
to help you achieve the look and exquisite finish you’re after.
Once you have selected your stone our skilled craftsmen can begin creating
your preferred finish. Whether you choose highly polished for a brilliant shine,
buffed for a stylish low sheen, or leathered for a silk-like feel, you can be sure
your worksurfaces will be entirely unique to your home.
Stone images used in this brochure are for illustrative purposes. They are a
guide to the colour and characteristics of the materials but they may not fully
represent the stone available. Natural stones are subject to variations in
veining, pattern and colours.
GRANITE (opposite) – one of the hardest naturally occurring stones, granite is
as beautiful as it is durable. The subtle variations in colour and vein are almost
impossible to recreate in man-made substances and ensure that no two
pieces are alike.
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AZUL PLATINO

STEEL GREY

UBATUBA

L
KASHMIR WHITE

ANGOLA BLACK

COLONIAL WHITE

KINAWA BIANCO

RIVER WHITE

BEST BLACK

BRAZILIAN GOLD

EMERALD PEARL

STAR GALAXY

L

The above stones are
illustrated with a polished
finish, although a honed finish
is also available.

L
COSMIC BLACK

AFRICAN FUSION/BELVEDERE

Those marked with L are also
available in a leathered finish
(an additional charge applies).

MARBLE – timeless and unmistakeable, marble has been adding a touch of
glamour to homes across the world for centuries. Characterised by its
dramatic veining, this distinctive natural stone can also be found in a host of
colours, from the almost pure white of Carrara marble, to the dramatic black of
the fine Nero Marquinho marble (available but not featured).
Like limestone, marble requires a slightly greater level of care than other
naturally occurring materials but with the correct treatment will last for
decades.

CARRARA

ARABESCATO

CREMA MARFIL

These stones are illustrated with a polished finish, and are also available with a
honed finish, except Crema Marfil.

LIMESTONE – naturally lighter and less dense than some other natural stones,
limestone is deceptively durable and maintains its appearance as it ages. This
versatile material is available in an array of colours; from the almost white
Portland stone, to the striking charcoal grey of Belgian Fossil and everything in
between.
While this stone tends to be more porous than its counterparts, requiring a
little more care and attention when used in a kitchen design, the striking
impression it creates will more than compensate.

PIETRA CARDOSA

BELGIAN BLUE FOSSIL

These stones are shown with a honed finish.
Belgian Blue Fossil is also available in Antique Sawn finish.
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BATEIG BLUE

SLATE – slate is durable and has a high resistance to moisture. While you
won’t find the same degree of variation in slate as you might in other natural
stones, there are a number of different shades and each unique piece will have
its own subtle, but no less distinguishing, features.

ITALIAN BLACK SLATE

SINTERED – a sophisticated ultracompact sleek surface developed by world
leading stone manufacturers e.g. Dekton® by Cosentino. Uses the innovative
Sinterized Particle Technology at extremely high pressure and temperatures
to accelerate the metamorphic change that natural stone undergoes. The
high-tech process takes a blend of raw materials including glass and porcelain
to produce worksurfaces of the highest quality durable quartz worksurface
materials available. The Sintering technology used creates worktops that are
thinner and stronger than ever before. The resulting product is 100% mineral,
with no resin or binder. More importantly this process creates a material that is
extraordinarily strong with almost zero porosity.

TRILIUM

AURA 15

HALO

T

T

EDORA

SIROCCO

The above stones are illustrated with a honed finish, apart from Halo which is
shown with a polished finish. Those marked with T have a textured finish.
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SIRIUS

QUARTZITE – is a very hard natural metamorphic rock that originated as a
pure sandstone. Through a process of high heating and pressurization this
sandstone is transformed into Quartzite, an extremely strong and durable
natural stone. The heat process recrystallizes individual quartz pieces giving it
a beautiful and decorative sparkling pattern.

BIANCO ECLIPSIA

WHITE MACAUBAS

These stones are illustrated with a polished finish, and Bianco Eclipsia is also
available with a honed finish.

QUARTZ – manufactured using 90% natural quartz, these hard-wearing
worksurfaces have been engineered for resilience, meaning they are able to
retain their lustre for a lifetime with only minimal maintenance. Our stunning
range of quartz countertops offer the same luxurious feel and weight of
entirely natural stone, while benefiting from the consistency of colour and
pattern which cannot be achieved organically.
As with our granite option, a number of finishes are available for quartz surfaces
so simply select your desired look and let our talented team do the rest. We’re
an authorised supplier and chosen fabricator for many leading brands of
quartz: Silestone, Caesarstone, CRL, Cambria and many more.

SNOW

GREY REFLECTION

CONCRETE

S
OSPREY

BLANCO CAPRI
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CONCRETE GRIS HONED

S

S

MISTY CARRERA

BLACK STELLAR

ALPINA WHITE

S
BERWYN

BLANCO MAPLE

S

HARLECH

S

STELLAR BLANCO

SNOWY IBIZA

S

S
ICONIC WHITE

S

BLANCO ORION

LAGOON

These stones are illustrated with a polished finish, except Concrete Gris which
is only available with a honed finish. Those marked with S are also available in a
suede finish (additional charges and delivery lead times may apply).

This brochure features a small selection of popular stone choices that we
source, if what you want isn’t featured, just ask as we usually can provide it.
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S
LYRA
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Step

2

Choose your preferred
depth and edging design
Once you’ve selected your stone we can begin tailoring it to your particular
requirements and tastes. Choose from 20mm, 30mm or 40mm stone and choose
an edge design for a flawless finish. Below are some of our popular choices,
although we can work with you to create a bespoke edge design of your choosing.

Standard choices

Technical choices
only suitable for stone depths of 30mm and above

SINGLE PENCIL ROUND

FULL BULLNOSE

OGEE

DOUBLE PENCIL ROUND

DUPONT

OGEE ROUND

FLAT EDGE WITH ARRIS

WATERFALL

SHARK NOSE
Can be used on stone depth
of 20mm

HALF BULLNOSE

STEPPED

Can be used on stone depth 20mm on 20mm
Can also be applied to 30mm on 30mm

There are many more choices available for edge designs – if you don't see
what you want here please ask to see more.
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Step

3

Make your work
surface work for you
While we strive to make your kitchen work surfaces as aesthetically beautiful
as possible, we also understand the importance of functionality at the heart of
the home. Tailored to the individual customer’s needs we are able to
incorporate practical elements into your kitchen design.
Whether it is an exquisitely finished sink drainer or matching splashbacks and
windowsills, our experienced craftsmen will create the work surface that
works for you. Any finishing touches you desire can be added to the design to
create your dream kitchen just as you want it.

Step

4

Review
and install
Having created a bespoke design it can be difficult to envisage exactly how
your finished work surfaces will look, but thanks to the latest technology we
are now able to help you do just that.
Using this modern software we can create fantastic imagery of your worktops
featuring the piece of stone you select, and digitally incorporating all of your
bespoke elements. In doing so, we can ensure your stone is perfectly
positioned, taking into account its unique markings, before creating an
accurate template from which your work surfaces can be crafted.
Once you are completely happy with your design, our team of trained fitters
will install your flawless, hand-finished surfaces.
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Step

5

Aftercare
We pride ourselves on delivering exceptional service and that doesn’t end at
installation. Every granite worktop is coated is the most advanced stain
resistant sealant that provides a 15 year warranty.
With a little bit of care your bespoke work surfaces can retain their lustre,
functionality and durability for a lifetime and our experts are always on hand
to offer advice and tips to ensure that is the case. Every customer receives a
complete care kit to help them keep their new surfaces in pristine condition.

15 year sealing
and stain warranty
on all granite
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Don’t take our word for it…
Worktops all went in great. Look amazing, the team did a great job so thank
them all from us.
FitzRoy Morgan, individual kitchens and joinery, Norton, Norwich
Many thanks again for all your help with our worktop. We are absolutely thrilled
with the finished result and wouldn’t hesitate in recommending you.
Leonie, Suffolk
A huge thanks for sorting our gorgeous worktop. The team were very
professional and charming. Those that made the template are a credit to your
company, the customer service we received throughout has been first class.
Helen and Mark, Beccles
The sink cut-out is brilliant. Your team today as ever were excellent. I had never
witnessed one of our 50mm island tops coming in and I have to say it was
impressive. They all worked as a team smoothly, calmly and very professionally
with no incident. Good work all and thanks again for all your help with this one.
Plain English cupboardmakers, Stowupland
We are thrilled with our granite worktops. From the initial meeting, right
through to fitting, we encountered nothing but help, advice and
professionalism.
Brian and Jenny, Mendlesham
Brilliant service, great fit, great staff.
Mr Stratton, North Walsham
We would like to thank you for the magnificent job you have done in supplying
and fitting our new Silestone kitchen counter tops. From the templating stage
to the actual installation your fitters were most diligent and professional.
We are delighted with the finished result and will have no hesitation in
recommending your services to anyone who is interested. Our thanks to
Perfitts; long may you prosper.
Derek and Christine Ashworth, Swaffham
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www.hlperfitt.co.uk

Factory and Showroom

Showroom

Vinces Road, Diss, Norfolk IP22 4YS
01379 652211

Handford Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP1 2BH
01473 862030
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